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ROLE OF EDUCATION 

PARADOX 
quantity of education    

 unsustainability of human activities  
 Humanity is exceeding its ecological limits by 50% = it takes the Earth 

one year and six months to regenerate what we use in a year (Source: WWF, 

2012).  

 Several critical global, regional and local eco-system thresholds are 
close or have been exceeded  irreversible changes to the life-support 
functions of the planet are likely to occur with significant adverse 
implications for human well-being (Source: 2012 UNEP report – GEO5 Global 

Environment Outlook). 



“…. a change process, in which the societies improve 
their quality of life, reaching dynamic equilibrium 

between ECONOMIC and SOCIAL aspects, while protecting, 
caring for and improving the natural ENVIRONMENT.  

This integration and equilibrium among these  
THREE aspects MUST BE TAUGHT  

AND TRANSFERRED  

from this generation to the next and the next.” 

Source: Lozano, R. (2006). Incorporation and institutionalization of SD into universities: 
breaking through barriers to change. Journal of Cleaner Production, 14, pp.787-796. 
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EDUCATION & SUSTAINABILITY  

For educational systems to play a transformative role in 

steering society towards sustainability, it will need the 

CAPACITY to create ecologically literate individuals.  

 

Such a person will have the capacity to comprehend 

interconnectedness and complex systems, with an 

attitude of care or STEWARDSHIP for our natural world.  



 
SCHOOLS AS LEARNING COMMUNITIES 
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CHANGE AT THE SYSTEM’S LEVEL 

CONVENTIONAL 

 Transmissive 

 Instructive 

 Imposed 

 Rigid closed system 

 

EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABILITY 

 Transformative 

 Constructive 

 Participative 

 Open adaptive system 

 

Source: Adapted from Sterling. S. (2002). Sustainable Education – Re-visioning Learning 
and Change. Devon: Green Books. 



 

 
 

 

 

EFS PRINCIPLES 

1) All education is education for sustainability 

2) Systems thinking & holistic approach to education 

3) Experiential learning in and from nature 

4) Education in dialogue with place  

5) Schools as Learning Communities 

 
Source: Based on David Orr’s foundations for ecological literacy  (Orr, D. 1993. Ecological Literacy – 

Education and the Transition to a Postmodern World. Albany: State University of New York Press, pp. 90-92 

 



 

 
 

 

 

Started in 2011 for 18 Catholic secondary schools in Mauritius: 
extra-curricular projects (Ecological Footprint Analysis) & teacher 
training in systems thinking and pedagogy for ecological literacy. 

 2012 large multi-stakeholder dialogue & evaluation,  programme 
was redesigned:   

 Name became the Education for Sustainability programme 

 Permission to implement EFS within the curriculum system 
through three subject areas – Social Studies, Sciences, and Human 
Values + interlinking of curriculum activities. 

 Three pilot schools were selected for period 2013-2018. 

 19 February 2014: The EFS Charter and Pledge was signed by the 
Catholic secondary schools.  

EFS PROGRAMME - MAURITIUS 



 

 
 

 

 

EFS PROGRAMME - MAURITIUS 

St Mary’s College Rose-Hill 

Loreto College Curepipe 

BPS Fatima Goodlands  



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

Systems Thinking is a vital competency for 

ecological literacy:   
 

 

WHY SYSTEMS THINKING 

 For understanding the process of Life and our role 
within that 

 Makes visible the (hidden) connections between 
cause and effect and our interdependence 

 Includes process-based thinking that is cyclical 

 Provides tools for working with complexity 

 Opens our vision to wholeness and connection 



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

FOR:  
1. PROGRAMME DESIGN; e.g. (i) interlinking of 3 subject areas; (ii) 

creating synergies between the Curriculum activities (St Mary’s 
Models); and (iii) creating the eco-system for EFS.  

2. PROGRAMME EVALUATIONS; e.g. implemented in multi-
stakeholder engagement methodologies  

3. EFS TEACHER TRAININGS; e.g. training in Systems Thinking, and 
Systems Thinking applications for showcasing the complexity and 
interconnectedness of sustainability issues and challenges.  

4. ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT PROJECT; for analyzing data and finding 
ecological solutions to reduce the EF of the school.  

5. PROBLEM SOLVING & CONFLICT RESOLUTION at School. 

 

SYSTEMS THINKING APPLICATIONS 



 

 
 

 

 

IN THE PROGRAMME DESIGN 

Curriculum 

School 
activities 

School 
community 

Collaboration 
& partnership 

The EFS programme 



 

 
 

 

 

EXAMPLES FROM SYSTEMS THINKING  TEACHER TRAINING 

 Start using systems thinking language in your teaching 
interconnections, interdependence, patterns, cycles, networks of relationships, 
feedback flows, structure & purpose of systems, non-linearity, etc.  

 Make systems visible and show (hidden) connections                       
by demonstrating the eco-system principles in real life situations and experiences.  

 Become aware of mental models – yours and your students’        
make the mental models conscious by revealing their belief systems, assumptions 
and expectations.  

 Use Storytelling to teach about systems and system dynamics       
show how the characters in the story connect from the structure of the story, and 
make visible the factors that influence the evolution of the story-line and 
character developments.  

IN THE CLASSROOM 



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

Systems Thinking is applied to the 

MULTI-STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

METHODOLOGY for monitoring and 

evaluation of programme outcomes 

& impacts.  

 
 
 

 

Systems Thinking  is applied in the 

development of an EFS EVALUATION 

FRAMEWORK to asses the 

ECOLOGICAL LITERACY development 

of students and teachers.  

FOR EVALUATION 

Ecoliteracy evaluation 2012 



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

WHAT DID WE LEARN?  

start with the INVITATION 

Summary of EF results of St Mary’s College in 2011 
Source: St Mary’s College, 2012 



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

WHAT DID WE LEARN?  

working WITH & WITHIN the CURRICULUM  
is essential to EMBED the PRINCIPLES of EFS 

System’s map of synergies between curriculum subjects. Source: ELIA, 2012 



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

WHAT DID WE LEARN?  

DESIGN at the structural level to include diversity, 

exchange, synergy & collaboration 

to trigger CHANGES in THE STRUCTURE & DYNAMICS  

OF THE SYSTEM 

St Mary’s College Rose-Hill 



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

WHAT DID WE LEARN?  

by creating CONDITIONS FOR LEARNING & 

DEVELOPMENT AT THE SYSTEM’S LEVEL new capabilities and 

awareness for sustainability emerges 

2012 Rio+20 Dialogue with 80 students from schools of the BEC 



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

WHAT DID WE LEARN?  

WHY 
HOW 

WHAT 
START WITH PURPOSE 



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

WHAT DID WE LEARN?  

PURPOSE THAT CONNECTS TO REAL LIFE EXPERIENCE makes  

learning for sustainability concrete and meaningful 

showing how this new learning SUPPORTS & 

CONTRIBUTES TO existing tasks & responsibilities  

eases stress and stimulates ENGAGEMENT 

BPS Fatima Goodlands 



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

WHAT DID WE LEARN?  

THINKING & 
DESIGNING  

WITH 
(not for) 

PEOPLE, 
creates 

engagement 
for change  

promoting a 
‘learning by 

doing’ 
approach 

eases 
expectations  

& 

 fear of change 

Loreto College Curepipe - Eco-points 



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

WHAT DID WE LEARN?  

creating opportunities for OWNERSHIP of the 

PROCESS & IMPACT of learning for sustainability 
creates ENGAGEMENT, MEANING & PURPOSE 

St Mary’s College Rose-Hill – presentation by EFS mentor 



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

WHAT DID WE LEARN?  

connect 
ENVISION 
engage 
REFLECT 
share 

 The EcoLiving Process® 



 Learning how to REGULATE + ADAPT existing capabilities to new 
tasks & solutions  DEVELOPMENT.  

 Learning is directed at ATTUNING ACTIVITIES TO INFORMATION that 
arises from within & between the systems that people engage with, 
as part of the tasks they accomplish.  

 
 THE VISION OF SUSTAINABILITY PROVIDES THE CONTEXT FOR  

     New Tasks & Activities for Learning 

 EFS principles provide the PURPOSE & GUIDANCE for HOW TO ENGAGE 

& COUPLE EXISTING CAPABILITIES (at student, teacher and whole system level) 

 
 

 
 

SCHOOLS AS LEARNING COMMUNITIES FOR SUSTAINABILITY 

 

 
 

 

 

 
  

A SYSTEM’S APPROACH TO  

Learning & Development 



 

 
 

 

 

 Over 70 TEACHERS have been trained in EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABILITY.  

 10 EFS MENTORS of the 3 EFS pilot schools have received in-depth training and 

guidance for how to implement EFS & create engagement. 

 Some 12,000 STUDENTS have been ENGAGED in the programme. 

 ECO-AGENT INITIATIVES driven by students and teachers are successfully applied 

and shared across the BEC network: paperless surveys, separation of waste and 

application of the 4Rs (reduce, reuse, recycle, repurpose), composting, rainwater 

harvesting, setting-up of medicinal and vegetable gardens, cooking classes, eco-

camps, development of eco-games, and more. 

 TEACHING at school level has become LESS ACADEMIC and MORE EXPERIENTIAL 

with project & experiential learning-based initiatives. 

 MANY NEW COLLABORATIONS HAVE FORMED within and between the Catholic 

schools and with partner & support organizations for EFS. 

 ENGAGEMENT & SUPPORT for the EFS programme continues to grow. 

IMPACTS 



 

 
 

 

 

CHALLENGES 

MAIN CHALLENGES REGARDING SYSTEMS THINKING APPLICATIONS 

1. Mainstreaming                                                                                        
how to bring systems thinking into every classroom as a new approach to 
teaching and facilitation of learning? 

2. How to make the system & the system players more responsive?        
the school culture & the general culture in Mauritius do not encourage feedback, 
critical thinking, challenging conversations, and questioning. 

3. How to include Systems Thinking in student assessments?      
Curriculum evaluations & student assessments in Mauritius do not test for 
integrated thinking and ecological literacy.  

4. How to enhance genuine collaboration for EFS?                                 
the educational, economic and political systems in Mauritius evoke and favor 
competitive behaviors. Genuine collaboration and a commitment to mutual 
inclusiveness to generate shared benefits are mostly lacking in practice.  



 

 
 

 

 

EFS LEARNING & COLLABORATION PLATFORM 

educationforsustainability.info 



 

 
 

 

 ? 

QUESTIONS & FEEDBACK 



 
CONTACT 

Anneloes Smitsman (ELIA) - anneloes@ecolivinginaction.com 
Gilberte Chung Kim Chung (BEC) - dir.cath.edu@intnet.mu  
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